FORCED TO LEAVE GERMANY

Dorothy Thompson Discusses Her Expulsion.

PARIS. (AP) Dorothy Thompson, American newspaper and magazine writer who was “invited” to leave Germany, arrived here and in a spirited description of her adventure said: “Chancellor Hitler is no longer a man; he is a religion.”

Miss Thompson, in private life Mrs. Sinclair Lewis, wife of the novelist, was asked by the secret police at Berlin to leave the country immediately. Presumably an article she wrote three years ago, when Hitler was still striving to become “der fuehrer,” gave offense to the Nazis. She was of the opinion that her expulsion “is evidently a part of a campaign of terrorism against foreign correspondents.”

“Germany,” the American writer continued, “is a charming country, but it is becoming the most comfortable and most hygienic prison in the world.”

She found that Paris was intensely interested in her encounter with Nazi officialedom. The news